Sanctuary in Chichester
Chair’s Report to the Annual General Meeting – Wednesday March 7th
2018
1. Introduction
As this is the first AGM that we have held I am casting an eye over the period
since we first formed as an organisation in January 2016. It has been a
turbulent, exciting and extremely rewarding two years.
We began as an informal group associated with the National City of Sanctuary
movement and have functioned under that banner ever since. 35 people
attended our first public meeting in January 2016 – many from St Richard’s
Roman Catholic Church in Chichester in whose hall we met. In the period
since then we have continued to gain members and now have a network of
almost 200 or so.
Many were initially drawn by media images of a drowned 2-year-old being
carried from the sea on a Greek island, or by the seemingly endless human
tide walking with their families – young and old, able and disabled – with all
that they possessed seeking a safe home in Europe. We viewed with horror
the inability of Europe to agree on how to share the simple responsibility to
‘love thy neighbour’. We knew that writing cheques might help but would not
be enough. We had to do something.
2. Initial Vision
Our first aim was to participate in the Syrian Vulnerable Persons Resettlement
Scheme – the government programme aimed at settling 20,000 people in the
UK – of which West Sussex’s share would be 60 families over 5 years. We
also aimed to take part in supplying relief to the fast growing population of the
Camp in Calais where refugees – many of them unaccompanied minors –
gathered in increasing numbers attempting to get to the UK. This second aim
was eventually fulfilled in part by a collection of items to help feed and clothe
refugees delivered via Brighton in 2016, and later in July of that year when
over £500 in cash and a quantity of food, clothing, footwear and sleeping bags
were delivered in person to Calais (with Erika in a strong support role) and a
visit was paid to the Camp – known as the Jungle because of how desperate
the refugees were and the impact on some behaviour there.

3. Syrian Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme
Our original aim proved a more complex challenge. To their credit two of the
Churches in Chichester had already established a track record of helping
people experiencing dire straits and the first two families from Syria to come
to Chichester were prepared for and welcomed by the members of those two
Churches. While this caused some turbulence for Sanctuary in Chichester
(SiC) it did not weaken our basic determination to contribute actively to the
scheme, and it helped us forge productive links with the Churches in
Chichester across the board.
4. Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children
In June 2016 we made contact with the Foyer which was housing a significant
number of Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking young people – 16 to 18 yearolds – about 16 in its main premises and a similar number in houses in
multiple occupation in Chichester and Worthing. We were invited to get to
know and support in various ways a good number of these young people –
whose social and emotional needs were (and still are) as great as their
physical need for food, shelter and safety. (One young person often related
how terribly he missed his Mum.) Over 20 people volunteered to be involved
in this work at The Foyer and for a time we were able to use rooms at The

Foyer to meet with the young people – sometimes as a group and also as
individuals.
We worked successfully – though not as successfully as we would have liked
– with The Foyer for a year and evolved a number of ideas for supporting the
young refugees. We provided the Christmas food for all the residents there
and organised the Eid Celebration in the summer of 2017. We began to
evolve a mentoring scheme for some of the refugees, but communication with
them via The Foyer staff was not always successful.
The closure of The Foyer – including the cessation of their contract with
WSCC for care of young asylum-seekers – brought the work there to a close
at the same time as communication with Foyer staff completely broke down.
Nevertheless Sanctuary in Chichester acknowledges that the work we were
asked to do with The Foyer began a phase of our development that has
proven seminal in building relationships with young asylum-seekers.
Throughout the year 2016 to 2017 a small group of (mainly retired) network
members faithfully collected surplus food from Tesco every Wednesday
evening and delivered it to The Foyer for the benefit of any resident there.
5. Basic Training for Volunteers
During this period we organised two important training events – one delivered
by The Foyer team and a whole day delivered by the Red Cross. Both of
these – and the evening session we held for all members on building the
vision – helped us to gain essential insights into a complex and fraught field of
voluntary work. In addition we have consistently had the support and advice
of Michael Woolley who – as a very well-connected citizen of Chichester and
founder and co-ordinator of the Portsmouth Friends Without Borders – has
proven not only a valued friend to me personally and our network but has
provided tangible help on several fronts.

6. Cathedral Vigils
Our partnership with Friends Without Borders has also manifested itself in two
Cathedral Vigils – in Chichester Cathedral in 2016 in Refugee Week and in
2017 in Portsmouth Cathedral. We have a further Vigil in Chichester
Cathedral arranged for Refugee Week 2018. In addition to drawing public
attention to the plight of refugees and reflecting on the principles and practice
of human compassion, these events have stimulated some of the tireless
work invested in developing the network and building partnerships with
similarly-minded organisations, including the Cathedral itself as a community.
Among the partnerships that have been important in our development has
been that with the Rural Refugee Network in the eastern part of Hampshire –
formed just before Sanctuary in Chichester by an energetic and very creative
group of residents. Julia and Kaaren who have led this work have also been
strong supporters of SiC and its work.
7. Support from Donors and Public Profile
Critical to our development have been two strands – made up of our donors
and the network members who have developed our public profile. We have
raised in the region of £35,000 in our first two years. Half of this has been
donated by one person and one other donor has regularly given a sum of
£1,000 at points of need over the 2-year period. This is generosity of a
notable order and some others have given considerable sums in kind.
Equally another 40 or 50 people have given money either on a one-off basis –
sums ranging from £5 to £500 – or have regularly contributed through a
standing order – sums ranging from £5 to £50 per month. Regular giving is
particularly helpful – whatever the quantity – in helping us to know what we
can count on. Appeals within the parish of St Richards Roman Catholic
Church have raised considerable sums. The Cathedral and Chichester
Welfare Trust (chaired by Michael Woolley) have also given 4-figure sums to
support our work.
The public profile has come from regular articles in the Chichester Observer,
our Twitter and Facebook accounts and especially from our web-site – which
began as a bloc of text and through stages has developed into a very
attractive and vibrant site through which we are able to publicise our growing
activity. Lisa, Toby, Tazmin and Alison have been key players in this and all
interested in our work would find it a useful site
https://sanctuaryinchichester.org. This public profile has been instrumental in
building a network comprising around 200 individuals.
8. Visits and Excursions
In the summer of 2017 a substantial programme of visits and outings were
organised for young refugees by a small group of key volunteers and
Committee members, contributing in a unique way to the meeting of social
and emotional needs.
The Committee has met 4 times a year during the first two years and there
have been 3 general meetings and a number of fund-raising activities.

9. The Fund-raising Strategy Group
A particular success for SiC as an organisation is the formation of the FundRaising Strategy Group. This has been in existence for about 8 months and
has set about its work with great enthusiasm and considerable creativity –
organising the Giving Tuesday programme and event, the Christmas cards
and various strands connecting to the public profile. For me as Chair of SiC it
has been a model of how committees and sub-groups of SiC might best work
– capably and imaginatively led by Rebecca as Chair, a creative group of
members who are prepared to put in the work and take responsibility for their
brief, while keeping me and other members of the network informed as
necessary. It appears a truly empowered group.
In addition to Giving Tuesday this Committee has organised the AGM, set up
the performance of The Bundle, liaised with a music group in Chichester who
will perfom for an audience invited to contribute donations to SiC, arranged a
musical evening in Arundel (with SiC as beneficiary), and planned a barn
dance for the autumn to raise funds. In addition, Rebecca is drawing wider
public attention to the Football Project (see below), managing our application
for Charitable Status and beginning to stimulate our thinking about grant
applications to various charitable trusts. This group and its work is a stunning
success.
10. Emerging Links with Education
In February last year and again in March this year the Chair has been invited
to talk to the University of Chichester second year Education students –
teachers in training to work in primary schools. In company with a possible

poster competition and other embryonic contacts with schools and the
University this forms part of our strategy to get younger people (including
children of all ages in schools) interested in our work and the issues we deal
in.
11. SVPRS Stage Two
The Syrian Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme (SVPRS) has
eventually become a key area of success for SiC. It was agreed in January
last year that we would redecorate and furnish a property for a family – who
arrived eventually at the end of October. 23 volunteers helped redecorate the
property in the late summer (very ably led by Natalie) and a group of 7
volunteers cleaned the house and prepared the furniture etc in preparation for
the family to move in on October 31st. Money to support this provision was
also donated by the Chichester Welfare Trust. This was a triumph for all the
hard work earning the trust of CDC and WSCC and all the planning and
teamwork needed to bring the detailed arrangements together. The ‘triumph’
became even more poignant when we met the young father (32), his wife
(aged 21) and their two children aged 3 and 1.

A befriending group was formed and some training arranged. The ‘friends’ in
the group have spent time with the family every weekend and have also
accompanied them to some appointments in the week, since their arrival.
Some team members have given large amounts of time and effort to this. It
has in some ways been more demanding than many expected and the load
has fallen heavily on two or three volunteers . The team has been led and coordinated by Tazmin (see below) whose quiet exercise of first class
organisational (including IT) and inter-personal skills has been another
notable success for SiC in the last 7 months.

12. Developing ESOL Work (English for Speakers of Other Languages)
A major challenge has been to help this family and other families from Syria to
build their English Language competency. Four months after their arrival they
are still receiving only the language tuition that SiC is providing (though that is
improving in quality every week). Meanwhile the other family that arrived at a
similar time (comprising two young parents and their one-year old son) are
also benefitting from the help SiC is providing in this field.
The two families who arrived in the autumn of 2016 from Syria also come to
SiC events and are receiving tuition in English where they need it and in their
studies in the case of younger members of these more mature families.
As we also have a number of young male refugees at College we decided a
few months ago to systematise our language support provision. Initially Ian
was leading this work but his professional work held demands that meant he
had to relinquish the lead. We have over 20 volunteers offering experience
and skills in this field (ESOL) six of whom have substantial and wide
experience. Jill has recently taken up the leadership of this team supported
actively by Annie and John along with other volunteers who support as and
when they can. Chaloner has set up a programme for one of the more mature
Syrians who has found the challenge of learning English steeper than the
young people.
13. Drop-in Sessions
Two recent developments have been successful in a big way – the drop-in
sessions and more recently the Football Project.
When our connection with The Foyer was no longer viable we sought out a
place to hold informal sessions for volunteers to meet with refugees at which
anyone could ‘drop-in’ for a chat, games, language work, mentoring and
something to eat and drink. From September 2017 we have held two
sessions each week – at St James’s Family Centre on a Friday and at St
Paul’s Church each Monday. Both quickly became very popular and both
sessions have been described by various new members or visitors as ‘greatly
up-lifting’ and ‘really inspiring’. Visitors from WSCC have been especially
impressed, and this has been part of a trend in which lead officers from the
County have begun to see SiC as pivotal to aspects of their work in this part
of West Sussex.
All four Syrian families have regularly come to the Monday drop-in, along with
a good number of young male refugees. The two young families also come on
Friday as they are very keen to build their English Language ability. We are
very grateful for the support of the WSCC team for giving us free use of a
room at St James’s Family Centre. Equally, if not more so we owe a big
thank you to St Paul’s Church for use of the Parish Centre on a Monday and
on a number of occasions for special events including our AGM. St Paul’s –
along with St Richard’s – has become a very vital supporter of SiC. With the
Family Centre these two Churches have very much become ‘home’ to SiC.
Equally Su on Fridays and Mary on Mondays (with huge support from Ellen
and a range of volunteers and refugees who have cooked food on Mondays –

sometimes for upwards of 40 participants) have organised and led these
sessions with efficiency and creativity – the Christmas party and games at St
James’s and the New Year’s Day concert at St Paul’s being immensely
enjoyable events indicative of who we are and what we do.

14. The Football Project
The Football Project was not more than a twinkle in the eye at the end of
November 2017 but is already taking on hugely successful proportions. A
helpful report by Stephen in the Chichester Observer is available through the
web-site (both Chi Obs web-site and SiC website). Essentially a dozen or
more young male refugees – largely based in Chichester or Bognor – are
being supported by Steve and Jon – with huge energy and imagination – to
build a team of footballers calling themselves “Nations United”. They play
their first competitive game on Sunday March 4th at Chichester College.
Support for this is coming from many directions and we have been
overwhelmed by the generosity of so many people in our network, but most of
all the enthusiasm of the young people themselves and their willingness to
create something epitomising a sense of belonging and commitment is what
has marked out this initiative as exceptional. On the day of writing this report
Sarah and Stephen donated a sum of £500 from an organisation they lead
known as Script House Clearance to sponsor the purchase of the team kit.
The support of the Fundraising Stragey Group in this project is becoming
really vital – mediating grant information and the crucial kit sponsorship offer,
as well as promoting its public profile. SiC seems to take to the air as groups
and sub-groups join each other to collaborate in projects of this kind.

15. Appointment of Development and Communications Co-ordinator
Much of what has had to be organised in connection with all of our recent
work has depended to a really significant degree on Tazmin – who came as a
volunteer at the end of June on completion of her degree and over the
following months participated in absolutely every activity we organised. So
useful did Tazmin become that the Committee rapidly agreed to set up an

internship for her to work as our Development and Communications Coordinator. As she is seriously considering a career in the sort of field we work
in she agreed to work on a voluntary basis – expenses paid and training
provided as necessary – for us full-time until the end of August 2018 in
exchange for SiC covering the fees for a full-time one year Master’s
programme of study or its equivalent in this field.
As we expected this has within 3 months proved highly successful – so much
so that we have come to look to her as indispensable to a great deal of what
we do. She is frequently the person who makes things happen.
16. Partnership with PA Ark
When the Foyer contract ended many of the young people moved to live
within provision contracted by WSCC with a company called PA Ark in
premises in Bognor and Worthing. We have worked to build a partnership
with this company with some success. Many SiC members have donated
equipment eg refrigerators and bicycles for use in the Bognor premises.
A shoebox campaign for boxes of small gifts – practically useful items –
suggested by one of our Bognor members, yielded 32 boxes full of presents
which were delivered on Christmas Eve to the PA Ark premises in Bognor.
Getting from providing stuff to forming good relationships with the young
people themselves had been proving a significant challenge until the Football
Project began its gestation. The initiative and enthusiasm of the young
people themselves for the football – whose rationale and values can be read
about in documents available on request – broke the log-jam in almost a
single blow. It has also lent weight to our attempts to build confidence and
trust in our relationship with PA Ark and its manager, but more importantly
with the young people themselves – including some in Worthing, Crawley and
Brighton.
17. Potentially desitute asylum-seekers
Also during this last 9 months we have been providing a home and
reasonable financial support to an asylum seeker whose initial application was
rejected – as a result of which he has no allowance from the state nor
accommodation. He is a victim of torture and is not being returned to his
home country, but would be destitute without us (a much more common
situation than is widely recognised). Four members of our network have given
him shelter, three for periods of up to 8 weeks and more recently Clare has
welcomed him for nearly 6 months and continues to do so.
During this period he has often helped members with various jobs like
decorating and gardening on a voluntary basis. He also played a major part
in decorating the home for one of the Syrian families. This work – along with
similar jobs done voluntarily by asylum-seekers to help others facing a similar
plight – has ben one of the very delightful touches to our work.

18. Supported Lodgings
Some indication has been given above of where we are heading in the
coming months. 12 months ago we were keen to promote Supported
Lodgings within and beyond our network. One family has set out the pathway
for us and their ‘lodger’ has become a key character in much of our work.
There is a clear need for similar provision on a wider scale and SiC has this
development as one of its aspirations for the coming year.
19. Being Professional
Meanwhile we have been seeking to build a strong professional approach to
all our work, including robust policies on safeguarding and volunteering.
There should be no need for us to explain why a robust safeguarding policy
and the processes and practices to support its implementation are so vital,
though implementation does not always please everyone. We remain
committed to rigorous application and if necessary development of this policy
with strong training elements. Volunteering is also important as a policy
focus. Sustainability, dependability and responsibility need to be core
characteristics of voluntary work along with a strongly professional approach.
We have been very fortunate in recruiting a cadre of current and retired
professional people who bring a wide range of skills to our work. We take
none of this for granted.

20. The Future?
What does the future hold? We want to progress further with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Securing Charitable Staus for the network
Our participation on all fronts in the Syrian Vulnerable Persons
Resettlement Scheme
The development of language support for all refugees
The drop-in sessions
The Football Project
Supported Lodgings
Mentoring for young asylum-seekers and social support to aid their
integration
The recruitment and training of a team of Appropriate Adults
Relief efforts to support refugees stuck in various places in Europe – in
particular Calais and its environs
Create satellite groups associated with SiC in places like Midhurst and
Bognor Regis
Continue to build links with West Sussex County Council including the
Gatwick Team

To support this we will want to
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a more systematic training programme, especially with regard
to safeguarding
Continue to develop the selection and safeguarding processes for
volunteers
Actively support the work of the Fund-raising strategy group, whose
aim beginning in November 2017 is to raise £40,000 by the end of
2019
Continue to develop the network itself through recruitment of
volunteers and supporters
Expand the growing number of partnerships with like-minded
organisations eg Amnesty, the Churches, Chichester UNA, Friends
Without Borders, Rural Refugee Network

This report has been deliberately written as the story of our journey so far,
rather than a formal document. I have taken a risk in naming some key
volunteers and leaders by way of recognition and thanks. The risk is that I will
have left out someone who has contributed very significantly. I hope to be
forgiven if I have erred here, but we have had the active support of between
30 and 40 people who have helped make things happen and ensured their
sustainability. I have deliberately not named donors of money but their gifts
enable those who deliver our work to do so with confidence that the resources
will be forthcoming. If you have got this far I hope that you will have been
‘lifted up’ by reading it to a similar degree to my own feeling in wiritng it.
Roger Pask
Chair
Sanctuary in Chichester

